Queens Museum Spring 2019
Kids Activity Guide

Here’s a map of the Museum. Can you find these 9 things?

- **El Taco** by Faivovich & Goldberg
  What is El Taco?

- Amor Alien by Laura Molina
  A green woman takes a nap in outer space.

- A dinosaur in the World’s Fair Visible Storage
  This exhibit has hundreds of objects from 1938-40 and 1964-65 World’s Fairs. Find a dinosaur!

- A bridge in The Panorama of the City of New York
  Can you find the Queens Museum on the model? It’s near two big gray lakes.

- A book from the Eaton Collection of Science Fiction
  Pick a favorite one!

- Manhattan on the Watershed Model
  This 3D map shows how clean water gets to New York City.

- A dragonfly in The Neustadt Collection of Tiffany Glass
  Bonus! What does iridescence mean?

- A Mende mask in Alexandria Smith’s Monuments to an Effigy
  What do you see in the window?

- Relative Fields in a Garden by Heidi Howard and Liz Phillips
  Listen. Can you hear rain, the 7 train, and a flowing river?

Ages 4 and up
Help us protect the artwork! Sit on the floor to write and draw.
In the exhibit *Mundos Alternos*, you can see dome-shaped homes that float in space by artist Gyula Kosice.

What shape would your home be in the future? Where would you put it? Draw in the space below.

Can you find these things in the World’s Fair exhibition?

- a Kodak camera
- a caveman!
- two tiki heads
- a Greyhound bus
- a building with a moon roof

Is it underground?

Is it on the moon?

Is it under the sea?